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7. A stone is thrown from the edge ofa cliff. Its path is shown in the
diagram. In which position does the stone have its greatest kinetic
energy and in which position does it have its least gravitational energy?

greatest kinetic least gravitational
energy energy

A 1 .2

B 2 3

C 3 1

(OJ 3 3
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8. Electricity can be obtained from different energy resources.
Which energy resource is used to obtain electricity without producing heat to boil water?
A. coal
B. geothermal
© hydroelectric
D. nuclear /

9. A car accelerates along a road as it rises uphill. Which energy changes are taking place?

energy of motion energy of posmon
(kinetic energy) (gravitational potential energy)

A decreasia 9 decreasing

B decreasing increasing

C increasing decreasing

@ increasing increasing

10. Energy is stored in a battery and in a box of matches. Which type of energy is stored in each of them?

a battery a box of matches

@) chemical chemical

B chemical intema.1(thermal)

C electrical chemical

0 electrical internal (thermal)
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Paperl: chose the best answer:

1. What is the source of the energy converted by a hydro-electric power station?
A. hot rocks

falling water
C. oil
D. waves

2. The diagram shows a man diving into water. Which form of energy
increasing as he falls?
A. chemical
B. gravitational© kinetic
D. strain
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3. What is designed to change electrical energy into kinetic energy?
A. capacitor
B. generator

motor
D. transformer

4. A power station uses nuclear fission to obtain energy. In this process, nuclear energy is first changed into
A. Chemical energy.
B. Electrical energy.
C. Gravitational energy.® Internal energy.

5. Which form of energy do we receive directly from the Sun?
A. chemical
B. light

. nuclear
D. sound

6. Which line in the table gives an example ofthe stated form of energy?

formaf energy example

A g;ravitational the energy due to the movement of a train

B internal the energy due to the flow otcathode rays in 0 cathode ray lube

C kinetic the energy due to the position of a swimmer standing on a

~

high diving board

stmin the energy due to the compression of springs in ,8 car seat
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